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- RFC 9153 DRIP Requirements & Terminology published 2022 FEB! 😊
- ASTM F38 balloted 2022 FEB – MAR on 2 UAS RID documents.
  - F3411-22 technical standard: one negative alleging IPR conflict of interest must be resolved.
  - Means Of Compliance (MOC) w/US FAA rule using F3411: passed unanimously.

- DRIP Architecture draft approaching IETF last call?
  - Should introduce not only identifiers & registries but also authentication formats.
  - In some areas just lists possibilities (e.g. “A CS-RID Finder could”), needs to specify to enable interoperability!

- Do we need a MOC doc showing how to use technical standards to satisfy CAA regulations?

- Successful 2021 JUL field test to be repeated this summer, hoping to check prototype interoperability.